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Ensitech is committed to providing the highest quality goods, services,
and solutions for all of our customers. To achieve this goal, we adhere to
the process of a QUALITY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM which complies with
the requirements of ISO 9001:2015 for the following scope: the design,
manufacture, supply and repair of TIG Brush weld cleaning systems. 

QUALITY YOU CAN TRUST
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STOP!
Register your Warranty
Online and Extend your 2-Year
Warranty at no extra Cost!
Ensitech offers an extended 6-month warranty* on any new TIG Brush Control Unit that has its
warranty information registered on the TIG Brush website www.tigbrush.com/warranty.

Registering your TIG Brush online and activating your warranty is easy and links your product
with proof of ownership and warranty service. Online warranty activation also simplifies proof
of purchase in the event of a warranty claim. 

Your TIG Brush extended warranty is issued on the condition that you complete the online
warranty activation within 30 days of purchase and purchase verification is attached. The
extended warranty only applies to the TIG Brush Control Unit, and does not include cables,
the PROPEL Torch, consumables or any other TIG Brush accessory.

*For full Terms and Conditions of your TIG Brush warranty see (Ensitech Warranty Against Defects)
on page 28 of this Instruction Manual.

Registration is quick and easy. Go to www.tigbrush.com/warranty
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This instruction manual is an important tool and designed to help you get
the most out of your Ensitech products. We recommend you keep it with your
TIG Brush at all times. 

Please take the time to read this manual as it provides users with the necessary
operating procedures and safety precautions, essential for the safe and proper
operation of the TIG Brush.

With correct usage and maintenance, you can be assured your TIG Brush will
give you reliable service for many years to come.

Due to continuous improvements, Ensitech Pty Ltd, reserves the right to make
specification changes and update this Instruction Manual accordingly.

© 2022 Ensitech Pty Ltd

FOREWORD

FOREWORD
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THIS IS THE SAFETY ALERT SYMBOL. IT IS USED TO ALERT 
YOU TO THE POTENTIAL PERSONAL INJURY HAZARDS. OBEY 
ALL SAFETY MESSAGES THAT FOLLOW THIS SYMBOL TO 
AVOID POSSIBLE INJURY.

WARNING

SYMBOL FOR “VOID WARRANTY” OR “DAMAGED WORK” 

V

INDICATES AN IMMEDIATELY HAZARDOUS SITUATION. IF NOT 
AVOIDED, MAY RESULT IN MINOR OR MODERATE INJURY. IT 
MAY ALSO ALERT AGAINST UNSAFE PRACTICES. 

CAUTION

THIS SYMBOL INDICATES A HAZARDOUS SUBSTANCE WHICH 
MAY CAUSE MINOR OR MODERATE INJURY. SOME TIGBRUSH 
KITS MAY SHIP WITH HAZARDOUS FLUIDS. CHECK SAFETY 
DATA SHEETS CAREFULLY.

SAFETY ALERT SYMBOLS AND SAFETY SIGNAL WORDS

FOREWORD
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FOR:

• Product safety publications
• Current owner updates
• Questions regarding product safety
• Standards and regulations compliance information
•
• Questions regarding product modifications
• Accident reporting

www.tigbrush.com/contact

Questions regarding special product applications

CONTACT

Ensitech Pty Ltd
Unit 1/144 Old Bathurst Road
Emu Plains NSW 2750
Australia

Phone: +61 2 4735 7700
Email: info@ensitech.com.au

Ensitech Inc
340 Marshall Ave, Bldg#104
Aurora IL 60506
United States

Phone: +1 630 405 6440
Email: info@tigbrush.com

Your local TIG Brush distributor/dealer or Ensitech direct:

FOREWORD
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REVISIONS LOG

Original issue of Manual: August 2016
Revision 1: April 2018
Revision 2: February 2020
Revision 3: July 2022

REVISIONS LOG
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INTRODUCTION

Congratulations on the purchase of your TIG Brush! 

Designed, developed, and manufactured in Australia by Ensitech, the TIG Brush 
is an electrochemical surface finishing system. It uses the combined action of 
electric current, heat, and chemistry to provide fast metal finishing. The system 
is famous for its ability to remove heat tint from stainless steel TIG and MIG 
welds. In addition, the TIG Brush can perform other functions such as polishing 
metal surfaces, indelibly printing logos, text, and even engraving/etching. 

To meet your specific needs several options are available. The 440, 550 and 700 
models offer different power levels for light work on thin metal through to 
removing deep heat tint from the largest metalwork. See section S5 for 
more information. 

Several proprietary fluids are available for different operations. There are 
solvents for adhesive removal and weld preparation, acids for fast heat tint 
removal with matching neutralisers, and neutral solutions for food safe work. 
See section 7.3. 

There are several tools available to enable the different operations. The Classic 
Wand for general work, the PROPEL for the more sophisticated user and the 
Flexi-Wand to get to more inaccessible work. See section 4.2 

When used with the Branding Kit and custom-made or single use stencils, 
the TIG Brush will also permanently brand your stainless steel with an indelible 
printed mark or engraving. For more details on the Branding Kit visit 
www.tigbrush.com/products/branding-kit. 

As well as Stainless Steel, the TIG Brush can also be used with other metals 
such as brass, copper and aluminium (aluminum). Contact your local TIG
Brush distributor/dealer team for more information, or visit our website 
www.tigbrush.com

S1 INTRODUCTION
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S2

Protect yourself and others by observing all safety 
information, warnings and cautions. Failure to comply with 
instructions could result in personal injury and/or damage 
to the product or property.

Read this documentation carefully before operating the 
equipment. Please retain these instructions for future 
reference.

Before using the TIG Brush, make sure the work environment 
is well ventilated and away from any combustible substances. 
Ensure that all required equipment is available. 

Do not use the TIG Brush for any purpose other than that 
described in this manual. Failure to observe this warning 
may result in permanent damage to the TIG Brush, cause 
damage to the workpiece, cause injury to the operator 
and void the warranty.

The TIG Brush is one of the safest appliances in its class. However  
some precautions must be taken with the use of the TIG Brush, 
as with any electrolytic/electrochemical weld cleaner.

• The TIG Brush uses mild acids; gloves should be used to
avoid prolonged contact with any of the fluids.

• Goggles or safety glasses should be worn to prevent fluid 
being splashed in the eyes.
Where an inhalation risk exists, wear a type B (Inorganic
gases & vapours) respirator.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

SAFETY INFORMATION

WARNING

•

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND INFORMATION
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CAUTION

• Fluid spilled on the skin should be washed off as soon as practical.
• Safety Data Sheets are available for all fluids and should be

read before use (to access Safety Data Sheets online go to
www.tigbrush.com/resource-information/safety-data-sheets)

• The brush gets extremely hot in use, in excess of 200°C (400°F) so make  
sure you wear protective gloves when touching the brush when in use or 
directly after use. Do not place the brush near any flammable materials. 

• DO NOT connect the TIG Brush to any metal work, which has a welding
machine, or other (cleaning) equipment attached to it. Welders can output
an open-circuit voltage, which can exceed 120 volts. While the TIG Brush
has been designed to withstand up to 150 volts, under certain circumstances
a welder can generate a high enough voltage to damage the TIG Brush.

• The TIG Brush produces an electric current which may generate small 
sparks between the brush and the metal being cleaned.

• Hydrogen gas may also be generated (which is an invisible but
explosive gas). Always use the apparatus in a well ventilated area.
Do not use near flammable substances, or in areas where dense
flammable gases (such as petrol vapour) may accumulate.

• If the power cord is damaged or if the TIG Brush has been dropped  
from a height and damaged, do not use the unit. Contact your 
TIG Brush supplier to have the TIG Brush inspected and repaired. 

• Do not short out the terminals, or use the TIG Brush with a damaged 
wand or cables. Doing so may permanently damage the TIG Brush
and cause damage to the workpiece being cleaned. The high 
currents involved may also cause intense heating of the shorted
or damaged part, which could result in burns to the operator.

• Ensure that the TIG Brush is located where it cannot easily 
fall and cause injury. Ensure that the cables do not present
a trip hazard.

S2 SAFETY PRECAUTIONS AND INFORMATION
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TIG Brush Control Unit

Black Ground Cable

Red Handle Cable

Handle

Classic Wand

Insulating Shrouds*
(short and long)

Standard single Brush**

Power Cord

* When the brush is new, use the long
shroud and change to the short shroud
as brush wears down.

CLASSIC KIT3.1

** Standard single brush may be replaced
by Dual or Quad brush Adaptors and Shrouds.
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DESCRIPTION OF BASIC EQUIPMENT
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TIG Brush Control Unit

Black Ground Cable

Flexi Handle
Insulating Shrouds*
(short and long)

Standard Brush

Power Cord
*When the brush is new use the long
shroud and change to the short shroud
as brush wears down.

FLEXI HANDLE KIT3.2
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DESCRIPTION OF BASIC EQUIPMENT

PROPEL KIT3.3
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TIG Brush Control Unit

Black Ground Cable

PROPEL Torch
PROPEL Torch
Insulating Shroud

PROPEL Torch Brush

Power Cord
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Power Control

Mode Control

Handle Cable,
Flexi Handle or
PROPEL Torch
Socket

Ground Cable
Socket

On/Off Switch

Power Socket

DESCRIPTION OF BASIC EQUIPMENTS3
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S4 OPERATION

PREPARATION

ASSEMBLY

4.1

4.2

CLASSIC KIT4.2.1

1. Inspect the TIG Brush Control Unit for any damage, and cables for exposed wire.
2. Ensure the Control Unit is dry.
3. Ensure the work environment is well ventilated and away from any

combustible substances.
4. Ensure the cables do not present a trip hazard.
5. Ensure there is ready access to clean water and a suitable area for washing.  
6. After cleaning and/or polishing, to remove all acidic residue, wash down with

clean water, spray the cleaned area with the recommended Ensitech neutraliser,
and wash down again.  

7. Wear suitable personal protective equipment as recommended in the SDS.
The minimum requirement is for gloves to protect hands from the fluid,
and goggles or safety glasses to prevent fluid splashing into the eyes.

Work piece

120V AC/230V AC*
Single phase

INSULATING SHROUD 
MUST BE USED!

Wand

Shroud

Brush

*240V TBX models
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Refer to illustration on page 16.

1. Attach Handle Cable plug to the red socket of the TIG Brush Control Unit
2. Screw Classic Wand into handle of the Handle Cable
3. Place long Shroud on Standard brush and screw into the Classic Wand

FLEXI HANDLE KIT4.2.2

Refer to illustration above.

1. Attach Flexi Handle plug to the red socket of the TIG Brush Control Unit
2. Place long Shroud on Standard brush and screw into the Flexi Handle
3. Attach Ground Cable plug to black Ground Cable Socket of the

TIG Brush Control Unit

4. Attach Ground Cable plug to black Ground Cable Socket of the
TIG Brush Control Unit

5. Set POWER switch on the back of the machine to OFF
6. Attach Power Cord to the Power Socket on the back of the TIG Brush

Control Unit and plug into mains power 
7. Attach the Ground Clamp to workpiece

120V AC/230V AC*
Single phase

INSULATING SHROUD 
MUST BE USED!

Flexi
Handle

Shroud

Brush

*240V TBX models

S4 OPERATION



4. Set POWER switch on the back of the machine to OFF

6. Attach the Ground Clamp to workpiece

5. Attach Power Cord to the Power Socket on the back of the TIG Brush
Control Unit and plug into mains power 

PROPEL KIT4.2.3

Refer to illustration above.

1. Attach PROPEL Torch plug to the red socket of the TIG Brush Control Unit
2. Rotate Drive Sleeve clockwise until it stops. Do NOT overwind the

Drive Sleeve!
3. Insert the brass end of the PROPEL Torch brush into the nose of the

Shroud until it is seated in the Collet. The brush should slide into the
Collet with minimal resistance

4. Once the brush is seated in the Collet, turn the Drive Sleeve anti-clockwise
half a turn, and lightly pull the brush to ensure it is securely seated

5. Retract the brush back into the Shroud by turning the Drive Sleeve
anti-clockwise, until it leaves approximately 12-15mm (3/8”- 5/8”)
of the brush exposed
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PROPEL Torch insulating
shroud must be used when
operating the PROPEL Torch

Work piece

120V AC/230V AC*
Single phase

*240V TBX models

S4 OPERATION



4.3 CLEANING FLUID

Pour a small quantity of Weld Cleaning Fluid into the fluid jar. Place the fluid
jar close to the work because the tip of the brush will be dipped into the fluid
regularly during operation.

6. Attach Ground Cable plug to black Ground Cable Socket of the
TIG Brush Control Unit

7. Set POWER switch on the back of the machine to OFF
8. Attach Power Cord to the Power Socket on the back of the TIG Brush

Control Unit and plug into mains power 
9. Attach the Ground Clamp to workpiece
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S4 OPERATION



Workpiece

For best performance 
use tip of brush only

Wand

Brush

Shroud

Insulating shroud 
must be used
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Refer to illustrations on pages 20.
1. Set POWER control to STAND BY. Always use this setting

when connecting the clamp or changing the brush.
2. Ensure the Power Cord is connected to a suitable 110V

or 240V AC power outlet and connected to the TIG Brush
Power Socket.

3. Push the Power Button on the back of the Control Unit to turn ON.
The switch should be illuminated.

4. Make sure the brush has its insulating shroud and the
insulation on the wand is undamaged.

5. Ensure the TIG Brush is switched on and all equipment is
correctly connected as described above in S4.2.

6. Select power level and operating mode using the rotary
switches. See section 5 below for details.

7. Dip brush in cleaning fluid and apply brush tip to weld area to 
be cleaned. Use only recommended cleaning fluids, see S7.3.

8. Ensure brush and work area remain wet with the fluid
during cleaning.

9. Apply brush only for as long as necessary to remove
discolouration. Prolonged application may affect
surface quality.

10. Some light sparking may occur where brush tip contacts
workpiece, particularly on higher power settings, and this
is normal. Excessive sparking for a prolonged time in one
area may cause surface pitting.

11. When desired surface finish is achieved, turn the TIG
Brush Power Control to STAND BY.

12. During and after use the brush may be very hot, put the 
brush down on a non-flammable surface and out of contact
with the work piece.

13. Be careful touching the work as it may be hot.
14. Rinse thoroughly with clean water to remove all traces of

cleaning fluid. To ensure acidic residue is removed and 
prevent any acidic residual salts recrystallizing and forming 
a ‘white frosting’ on the surface of your work, always use 
the recommended Ensitech neutralising fluid, see S7.3. 

OPERATION4.4
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S5 POWER AND MODE SETTINGS

MODE SETTINGS5.2

POWER SETTINGS5.1

Choose the cleaning intensity required by selecting the 
appropriate setting using the Power Control.

STAND BY - Power is not transmitted to the brush.

SINGLE BRUSH - Optimised for use with single brush Classic Wand & Flexi Handle.

PROPEL / WIDE BRUSH - Optimised for use with PROPEL Torch, Dual & 
Quad brush accessories & Branding

Choose the action to be performed by selecting the applicable mode with the MODE 
switch.

CLEAN - This mode provides the fastest cleaning at each power setting, 
but with prolonged use, may cause the surface to appear milky. Use 
POLISH / ENGRAVE mode to rectify.

POLISH / ENGRAVE - This mode provides metal polishing as well as engraving. 
For metal polishing use TB-21 or TB-25. For engraving use TB-95 with the
Branding Kit accessories.

PRINT - This mode provides surface printing when used with TB-90 and the 
Branding Kit accessories.

22 TIG Brush™ Instruction Manual
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S6 MAINTENANCE

MAINTENANCE

• When not in use, ensure the On/Off switch is OFF. This is confirmed 
when neither the LED in the switch on the back, nor the Standby 
LED in the front panel are illuminated.

•

•

At completion of a work shift, unscrew brush from Classic Wand,
Flexi Handle. Remove brush from the insulating Shroud and rinse
brush, Shroud and any part of the Classic Wand or Flexi Handle
that has come into contact with fluid, with clean water to remove
cleaning solution. Spray with neutralizing fluid (TB-42 when
using TB-25 or TB-21ND weld cleaning fluid, or TB-41 if using
TB-30ND weld cleaning fluid), then re-rinse. Allow to dry
before reassembling.
If using the PROPEL Torch, at the end of use, remove the Brush
and the Shroud and rinse with clean water. Rinse the Collet Assembly
and any part of the PROPEL Torch which may have cleaning fluid residue
on it after use. After rinsing components with clean water, spray with
neutralising fluid. Allow to dry before reassembling. See the PROPEL
Torch Instruction Manual for more detailed instruction on the
correct maintenance procedure for the PROPEL Torch.

• Rinse clamp with water to remove solution and prevent corrosion.
• Use a wet cloth to wipe fluid splashes off the TIG Brush Control Unit. 

After some time splashes and marks may accumulate and become 
difficult to remove.

Rinse brush 
components 
after use

Wand Brush

Remove brush from Wand

6.1
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S7   CONSUMABLES

BRUSHES

INSULATING SHROUD

FLUIDS

7.1

7.2

7.3

The brush will wear down with use and should be replaced when
the bristles reach approximately 12mm (3/8”) in length.   

Consumable supplies are available from authorised TIG Brush distributors. 

The insulating shroud may become damaged or heat-affected. 
If this happens, replacement shrouds should be purchased. 

For optimum results, we recommend the use genuine Ensitech proprietary fluids.

Ensitech fluids are NSF certified and conform to the requirements of the NSF
Non-Food Compounds Registration Programme. The NSF mark is your assurance
that Ensitech pre, post and weld cleaning fluids have been tested and certified 
by one of the most respected independent certification organisations.

Please check with your local TIG Brush distributor/dealer for details of fluids
available in your region or visit our website www.tigbrush.com 

• Pre-Weld Cleaning Fluid: Aids in the removal of surface contaminants
prior to welding such as dirt, oil and residue of protective coatings and/or
cutting fluids to ensure a premium quality finish.

• Weld Cleaning Fluids: for cleaning, passivating and optionally, 
polishing. (Biodegradable and pH Neutral fluids are available.)

• Neutralising Fluids: to ensure removal of all cleaning fluid residue, balance
the pH level of any residual fluid and prevent the occurrence of white frosting
caused by crystallization of residual acidic salts.

• Finishing Fluid: to provide a clean, bright and fingerprint resistant finish.
• Printing Fluid: can be used with custom or single-use stencils to print

on stainless steel.
• Engraving Fluid: also used with custom or single-use stencils to give a

deep custom engraving to stainless steel.

24 TIG Brush™ Instruction Manual
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S7   CONSUMABLES

PROPEL TORCH COLLETS7.4
The PROPEL Collet is a consumable item which may last for approximately 20
Brushes. Replacement Collets are supplied with a Spring which should be replaced
with the Collet.

Brushes ShroudsFluids
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S8 TROUBLESHOOTING

THE MAINS POWER BUTTON ON THE BACK OF THE
CONTROL UNIT DOESN’T OPERATE PROPERLY
OR ILLUMINATE

8.1

If the TIG Brush is not operating correctly, please refer to the following trouble
shooting guide before contacting your TIG Brush distributor.  

1. Check the power cord is firmly pushed into the Mains Power Socket
on the back of the Control Unit and the Power Point is turned on. 

2. Check the power cord for any damage and replace if needed. 
3. Check using another power point and power cord. 
4. If the above fails to solve the problem, please contact your distributor,

dealer or Ensitech for instruction on how to return your TIG Brush
for assessment.

THE FRONT PANEL LEDs ARE NOT ILLUMINATING8.2

1. Check the power cord is securely pushed into the back of the Control
Unit and the Power Point is turned on. 

THE CONTROL UNIT IS MAKING A
HUMMING/BUZZING NOISE

8.3

1. Try rotating each control knob through its positions quickly several times. 
2. If the above fails to solve the problem, please contact your distributor, dealer

or Ensitech for instruction on how to return your TIG Brush for assessment.

2. Check the main rear power button is in the on position and is
illuminated red.

3. If the above fails to solve the problem, please contact your distributor,
dealer or Ensitech for instruction on how to return your TIG Brush
for assessment. 
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S8 TROUBLESHOOTING

THE FRONT CONTROL UNIT LIGHTS ARE ILLUMINATED
BUT IT WILL NOT CLEAN OR IT’S NOT PERFORMING
AS WELL AS NORMAL.

8.4

1. Check both Control Unit sockets and lead plugs are clean. Use a small wire
brush and emery cloth to clean them both. Refit the leads to the Control Unit,
making sure they are secularly fitted and locked in place. 

2. Clean ground clamp jaws with a small wire brush and make sure the
ground clamp is tightly fixed to the workpiece. 

3. Touch the brush directly on the ground clamp and check for sparks. 

4. For Classic Wand, unscrew the brush from the wand and the wand from
the handle. Check and clean all the threads – internal and external with a
small wire brush, reassemble and repeat step 3.

5. For PROPEL Torch, does the PROPEL Torch brush adjustment handle
rotate smoothly? If not, contact your distributor, dealer or Ensitech for
instruction on how to return the PROPEL Torch for assessment.

6. For PROPEL Torch, remove the PROPEL Torch Shroud and collet, inspect
the collet assembly for any corrosion or missing claws. If the collet is dirty,
clean it by soaking it in a small amount of TB-25 for 5-10 minutes, rinse
and neutralise with the appropriate fluid. Re-fit the collet and shroud
along with a new brush and repeat step 3. 

To overcome these common problems and prevent downtime, it is recommended
to perform regular cleaning, maintenance and replace worn or damaged parts.
Do not continue to operate the TIG Brush with worn or damaged parts as this can
result in further damage and possible injury.  

7. If the above fails to solve the problem, please contact your distributor, dealer
or Ensitech for instruction on how to return your TIG Brush for assessment.
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S9 WARRANTY

ENSITECH WARRANTY AGAINST DEFECTS
1. PURPOSE OF DOCUMENT 

1.1 This document details the warranty against defects 
provided by Ensitech in respect of certain goods 
manufactured by it.

2. WARRANTY AGAINST DEFECTS

2.1 Without limiting statutory rights and subject to clause 7, 
Ensitech warrants to persons who acquire the following 
goods in the capacity of a retail customer directly from an 
Authorised Ensitech Dealer in Australia (or directly from 
Ensitech) that such goods manufactured by Ensitech (or on 
its behalf) will be free of manufacturing defects for the 
following periods from the date of sale by the Authorised 
Ensitech Dealer or from Ensitech (as the case may be) :

3. OUR DETAILS

3.1 Our details are as follows:

2.1 Any goods that do not comply with this warranty against 
defects will be, at Ensitech’s option and subject to 
statutory rights, repaired or replaced free of charge.

(a) TIG Brush™ Control Units - 24 months; or 30 
months if warranty is registered online within 30 
days (including proof of purchase)

(a) Name + address Australia: Ensitech Pty Limited 
(ACN 144 914 401) of 1/144 Old Bathurst Road, 
Emu Plains, New South Wales 2750, Australia;

(b) PROPEL Torch, Brushes and Fluids - 3 months;

(c) Accessories and Consumables - 3 months; and

(d) Spare Parts - 1 month.

(b) Telephone number: +61 (2) 4735 7700; and

(c) Email address: info@ensitech.com.au.

(d) Name + address US: Ensitech Inc. 
(FEIN 46-4141569) of 340 Marshall 
Ave. Bldg# 104, Aurora, IL 60506 US;

5. RETURN AUTHORISATION
5.1 If the assessment and diagnosis under clause 4 

demonstrates that the relevant goods are likely to be 
defective for the purposes of the warranty against defects 
in clause 2.1, in breach of any applicable warranty or 
statutory guarantee concerning acceptable quality or 
fitness for purpose pursuant to statutory rights or subject 
to a right of return otherwise, then a Return Authorisation 
Number (RAN) will be issued.

5.2 The following is required prior to a RAN being approved 
or issued for the purposes of the warranty against 
defects in clause 2.1:

4. INITIAL ASSESSMENT PROCESS

4.1 Defective goods are required to be returned during the 
relevant warranty period to Ensitech or to an Ensitech 
Authorised Repair Centre (EARC) for diagnosis. Contact 
Ensitech to find if there is an EARC in your region.

4.2 All goods to be returned to Ensitech or an EARC must be 
appropriately packaged to ensure no damage during transit 
to Ensitech or the EARC.

4.3 The EARC, or Ensitech will assess the issue with the 
relevant goods applying the applicable Ensitech Trouble 
Shooting Steps.

4.4 The purpose of applying the Ensitech Trouble Shooting 
Steps is to identify relatively quickly whether a relevant 
issue is caused by a lack of maintenance or other cause. 
This may save on costs of freight for relevant persons.

The issue of a RAN is not an acknowledgment or 
admission that any relevant goods are defective. It is 
merely a precursor step in the evaluation process.

(a) completion of the Ensitech Trouble Shooting Steps;

(b) customer details;

(c) serial number of relevant goods; and

(d) invoice number and date of purchase of 
relevant goods.

(e) Telephone number: +1 630 405 6440

(c) Email address: info@tigbrush.com 



S9 WARRANTY

ENSITECH WARRANTY AGAINST DEFECTS

9. DICTIONARY + INTERPRETATION

Dictionary: In this document, unless otherwise provided, the 
following terms shall have their meaning as specified:

ACL means the Australian Consumer Law set out in the 
Consumer and Competition Act 2010 (Cth) as amended.

Ensitech means Ensitech Pty Limited  (ACN 144 914 401) of 
1/144 Old Bathurst Road, Emu Plains, New South Wales 2750, 
Australia, or Ensitech Inc. (FEIN 46-4141559) of 340 Marshall 
Ave. Bldg# 104, Aurora IL 60506, US.

Ensitech Trouble Shooting Steps means the relevant 
trouble shooting steps determined by Ensitech from time to 
time concerning relevant goods.

8. STATUTORY RIGHTS NOT AFFECTED

7.1 The warranty against defects in clause 2 is provided in 
addition to other rights and remedies a consumer (as 
defined under the ACL) may have at law. The following 
statutory language may be of relevance to a consumer of 
our goods:

Our goods and services come with guarantees that cannot 
be excluded under the Australian Consumer Law (or for 
sales in the US, the laws of the State of Delaware). For 
major failures with the service, you are entitled:

- to cancel your service contract with us; and

- to a refund for the unused portion, or to compensation for 
its reduced value.

You are also entitled to choose a refund or replacement for 
major failures with goods. If a failure with the goods or 
service does not amount to a major failure, you are entitled 
to have the failure rectified in a reasonable time. If this is 
not done you are entitled to a refund for the goods and to 
cancel the contract for the service and obtain a refund of 
any unused portion. You are also entitled to be 
compensated for any other reasonably foreseeable loss or 
damage from a failure in the goods or service.
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6. FAULT ANALYSIS BY ENSITECH

6.1 Once relevant goods the subject of a duly issued RAN are 
returned to Ensitech, Ensitech will, subject to clause 6.2, 
undertake further fault analysis and testing to determine the 
nature of the alleged failure or defect.

7. EXCLUSIONS

7.1 Ensitech advises that the warranty against defects in clause 
2.1 does not cover any of the following causes:

7.2 contrary to any Ensitech published guidance from 
time to time.

6.2 Returned goods not clearly labelled with the allocated RAN 
may be quarantined until further information and evidence 
is provided or else (subject to statutory rights) they will not 
be accepted and will be returned to the relevant customer 
at its cost.

6.3 If Ensitech fault analysis and testing supports a claim for 
breach of the warranty against defects in clause 2.1. Ensitech 
will either (subject to statutory rights):

6.3 If Ensitech fault analysis and testing does not support a 
claim for breach of the warranty against defects in clause 
2.1, Ensitech will, subject to any statutory rights of the 
customer, provide a quote to repair or replace the relevant 
goods (as may be determined by Ensitech). If the relevant 
customer requires the goods to be returned, then the costs 
of freight shall be for the account of the customer, subject 
to statutory rights.

(a) repair the goods; or

(a) misuse of the goods;

(b) goods or consumables not manufactured by Ensitech 
(or on its behalf);

(c) connectivity issues due to a failure to perform end of 
shift maintenance to ensure all connections are clean 
and free of corrosion;

(d) failure to use the relevant goods for the cleaning, 
polishing and passivation of stainless steel welds; or

(b) replace the goods with the same or similar goods 
(keeping the returned goods for product development), 
and in each case return or supply the relevant goods 
free of charge (including freight charges) to the 
relevant customer.
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